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This paper presents an interactive, automated design
solutibn for reinforcement requirements for openings in
pressure vessels using the methods in the 1974 edition of
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII,
Division I, Paragraph UG 36 - UG 41, pages 28 - 34 and
Paragraph UA 280, pages 353 - 361 (reference 1). The
design equations used in this program are restricted to
cylindrical vessels under internal pressure designed in
accordance with Paragraph UG 27.
The program allows for the determination of reinforcement
requirements for a given opening. It considers the
contribution of metal in the shell and nozzle not needed
to restrain pressure, an inner projection of a nozzle,
weld metal, and inside and outside reinforcing pads.
Only metal inside the limits of reinforcement is
considered. It is the responsibility of the designer to
insure use of code materials, allowable stresses, design
configurations, welding techniques, and special
requirements.
The program (approximately 3500 program steps and 41
storage registers) was written for use with a
Hewlett-Packard Model'9810A Calculator and 9865A Cassette
Memory (reference 2). For users not having Cassette
Memory, instructions are provided for using just the
calculator.
2DESCRIPTION
This program was written, utilizing the design equations
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
VIII, Division I, (Paragraphs UG-36 - UG-41 and UA-280),
to calculate the area of reinforcement required for an
opening in a cylindrical pressure vessel under internal
pressure. The area of reinforcement required is compared
to the area of reinforcement provided by the proposed
configuration. The program considers the following as
available reinforcement: metal in the shell and nozzle
not needed to restrain pressure, weld metal, an inner
projection of a nozzle, and reinforcing pads. Only metal
within the limits of reinforcement is considered.
The program is designed to be interactive with the
user and it interrogates the user for the required input
information. The user has the responsibility to insure
that all input information conforms to code requirements.
To operate'the program, a proposed opening configuration
is assumed. The required area of reinforcement is then
calculated and compared with that available (assuming no
reinforcing pads). If the reinforcement is sufficient,
the program is terminated. If more reinforcement is
required, the program asks for information on pad
configuration(s) and updates metal available for
reinforcement. If sufficient reinforcement is not
provided by the proposed pad configuration(s), the
program will ask for new pad configuration(s). This
process will be repeated until the reinforcement
requirements are met. The program is terminated when
sufficient reinforcement is provided. However, if the
area of reinforcement provided is greater than the area
required, the user may optimize his design by executing
an option to select new reinforcing pad configuration(s).
The program is limited only by conditions imposed by the
Code.
To aid the individual in using this program, three items
are included. First, a diagram for the program
calculation flow including equations and major decision
points is shown on pp. 17-24. Second, the computer
storage location of the program variables is presentated
on p. 16. Third, the complete source documentation for
the computer program is listed on pp. 25-44.
AN AUTOMATED PROGRAM FOR REINFORCEMENT REQUIREMENTS
FOR OPENINGS IN CYLINDRICAL PRESSURE VESSELS
NOTATION SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
ALL SYMBOLS ARE SHOWN IN THE ORDER THEY APPEAR IN THE PROGRAM
The definitions and figures that are referred to as UG-, UR-,
and UW- are those given in the 1974 ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division I (Reference 1).
P = design pressure, pounds ES = joint efficiency for, or
per square inch (see
UG-21), (or maximum the efficiency of,
allowable working appropriate joint in
pressure or existing cylindrical shells and
vessels see UG-98) any joint in spherical
shells, or the
RS = inside radius of the efficiency of ligaments
shell course under between openings
consideration, before whichever is less:
corrosion allowance is For welded vessels, use
added, inches the efficiency specified
added, inches in UW-12.
For riveted joints, use
RN = inside radius of the the efficiency specified
nozzle course under in UR-15.
consideration, before For ligaments between
corrosion allowance is openings, use the
added, inches efficiency calculated'
by the rules given in
SS = maximum allowable UG-53.
stress value for the
shell material, pounds El = 1 when an opening is in
per square inch (see the plate or when the
applicable table of opening passes through
stress values in a circumferential joint
Subsection C) in a shell or cone
(exclusive of head-to-
SN = maximum allowable shell joints); or
stress value for the
nozzle material, pounds El the joint efficiency
per square inch (see obtained from Table
applicable table of UW-12 when any part of
stress values in the opening passes
Subsection C) through any other
welded joint.
TR = minimum required T = nominal thickness
thickness of of the vessel wall,
seamless shell less corrosion
plates, exclusive allowance, inches
of corrosion
allowance (see TN = nominal thickness of
UG-25), inches nozzle wall, less
corrosion allowance,
TRN = minimum required inches
thickness of
seamless nozzle Al = metal in the vessel
plates, exclusive wall over and above the
of corrosion thickness required to
allowance (see resist pressure and the
UG-25), inches thickness specified as
corrosion allowance,
F = a correction square inches
factor which
compensates for A2 = metal, in that part
the variation in of a nozzle wall
pressure extending outside the vessel
stresses on wall, over and above the
different thickness required to resist
planes with pressure and the thickness
respect to specified as corrosion
the axis of a allowance, square inches
vessel. A value
of 1.00 shall be TL = the limits of
used for all reinforcement measured
configurations normal to the vessel
except that Fig. wall, conforming to the
UG-37 may be contour of the surface,
used for inches
integrally
reinforced open- H = inner nozzle
ings in cylindrical projection, inches
shells and cones
A3 = all metal in the nozzle
RO = the radius in the wall extending inside
given plane of the the vessel wall, square
finished opening inches
in its corroded
condition, inches Wl = length of attachment
weld leg, see geometry
A(REQD) = the total cross- (Fig. 1, p. 7) for
sectional area location, Inches
of reinforcement
required in any W2 = length of attachment
given plane for weld leg, see geometry
a vessel under (Fig. 1, p. 7) for
internal pressure, location, inches
square inches
5A4 = metal in TE(INSIDE) = thickness of
attachment attached inside
welds (W1 g reinforcing pad
W2) available or height of the
for reinforce- largest 60-deg
ment, square right triangle
inches supported by the
vessel and
AS = total metal nozzle outside
available for diameter pro-
reinforcement jected surfaces
for an opening and lying com-
without pletely within
reinforcement the area of
pads, square integral rein-
inches forcement, inches(see Fig. UG-40)
SP = maximum allow- (see Operating Hints
able stress and Example 3, p. 13)
value for pad
material, DL = the limits of
pounds per reinforcement
square inch measured parellel
(see applicable to the vessel wall
table of stress on each side of
values in Sub- the axis of the
section C) opening, inches
TE(OUTSIDE)= thickness of TL(OUTSIDE)= the limits of
attached out- reinforcement
side reinforcing outside the
pad or height vessel wall
of the largest and measured
60-deg right normal to the
triangle sup- vessel wall
ported by the conforming to the
vessel and contour of the
nozzle outside surface, inches
diameter pro-
jected surfaces, TL(INSIDE) = the limits of
inches (see reinforcement
Fig. UG-40) inside the vessel
(See Operating Hints wall and measured
and Example 3, p. 13) normal to the
vessel wall con-
forming to the con-
tour of the surface,
inches
6A3* = A3 recomputed using
new limits, square
inches
DP(OUTSIDE)= diameter of out-
side reinforcing
pad, inches
DP(INSIDE) = diameter of
inside reinforcing
pad, inches








W3 = length of attachment
weld leg, see geometry
(Fig. 1, p. 7) tor
location, inches
W4 = length of attachment
weld leg, see geometry
.(Fig. 1, p. 7) for
location, inches





A2* = A2 recomputed considering
reinforcing pad, square
inches






I ----DP (OUTSIDE) 1
I - - I
OPENING
1 TRN - +-
SW1 TL (OUTSIDE)
W3 -1
T TR i WELD LEG  i' , A(REQD)
I TE (INSIDE)
12 RN t-H TL (INSIDE)
- - ----A .




FIG. 1 - GEOMETRY OF REINFORCED OPENING
(See Reference 1 for Allowable Weld Details)
8EXAMPLE 1
A 5 in. I.D., 3/4 in. wall, nozzle conforming to
Specification SA-181, Grade I, is attached by welding to a
vessel that has an inside diameter of 40 in. and a shell
thickness of 1/2 in. The nozzle projects into the vessel 3
in. The vessel material conforms to Specification SA-285,
Grade C. The vessel is designed for a pressure of 250 lbs.
per sq. in. and 1500F. There is no allowance for corrosion.
There will be no radiographic examination of welds. The
opening passes through a circumferential joint in the shell.
Check the opening for reinforcement requirements.






P = 250 lbs. per sq. in.
RS = 20 in.
RN = 2.5 in.
SS = 13,700 lbs. per sq. in.




RO = 2.5 in.
T = 0.500 in.
TN = 0.75 in.
H = 3.0 in.
W1 = 0.375 in.
W2 = 0.0 in.
EXAMPLE 1 PRINTOUT
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EXAMPLE 2
A 5 in. I.D., 1/8 in. wall nozzle conforming to
Specifications SA-181, Grade 1, is attached by welding to a
vessel that has an inside diameter of 40 in. and a shell
thickness of 7/16 in. The shell material conforms to
Specification SA-285, Grade C. Spot examination
requirements of UW-52 are to be met. The opening passes
through a longitudinal seam of the vessel. .The opening is
to be reinforced on the outside of the vess.el with an 8 in.
diameter x 1/2 in. thick reinforcing pad and on the inside
by a 12 in. diameter x 3/8 in. thick reinforcing pad. The
material for both pads conforms to SA-283, Grade A. The
vessel is designed for a pressure of 250 lbs. sq. in. and
400 0 F. There is no allowance for corrosion. Check the








P = 250 lbs. per sq. in. W1 = 0.375 in.
RS = 20 in. W2 = 0.0 in.
RN = 2.5 in. SP = 10,300 lbs. per sq. in.
SS = 13,700 lbs. per sq. in. TE(OUTSIDE)= 1/2 in.
SN = 15,000 lbs. per sq. in. TE(INSIDE) = 3/8 in.
ES = 0.85 DP(OUTSIDE)= 8.0 in.
El = 0.85 DP(INSIDE) = 12.0 in.
F = 1.0- W1 = 0.375 in.
RO = 2.5 in. W2 = 0.0 in.
T = 0.438 in. W3 = 0.375 in.
TN = 0.125 in. W4 = 0.250 in.
H = 0.0 in.
EXAMPLE 2 PRINTOUT
I: I F C E E T S N R IL SHELL
F ..I., F:L I .... 1... 1. I 1
CYli .:: 1IL 1.. 0 .4380
PRESSURE SHE L .... II . FI I N..i. Z I!:2 LE
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EXAMPLE 3
A 10 in. I.D. weld neck, 1 in. wall, conforming to Specification
SA-181, Grade I, is attached by welding to a vessel that has an
inside diameter of 50 in. and a shell thickness of 1-1/2 in. The
shell material conforms to Specification SA-285, Grade C. The
vessel is to be designed for 500 lbs. per sq. in. and 8000F. An
allowance of 1/16 in. for corrosion is to be included in the
shell and nozzle thickness. Main seams in the vessel are to be
radiographed. The opening does not pass through a main seam.
Check the opening for reinforcement requirements.
--06" Corrosion Allowance
1 i0.00" Dia. 0
10.13" Dia.






P = 500 ibs. per sq. in. H = 0.0 in.
RS = 25.062 in. W1 = 0.75 in.
RN = 5.062 in. SP = 10,800 ibs. per sq. in.
SS = 10,200 Ibs. per sq. in. TE(OUTSIDE) = 2.500 in. (see Note 1)
SN = 10,800 lbs. per sq. in. TE(INSIDE) = 0.0 in.
ES = 1.0 DP(OUTSIDE) = 17.0 in.
El = 1.0 DP(INSIDE) = 0.0 in.
F = 1.0 W1 = 0.0 in.
RO = 5.062 in. W2 = 0.0 in.
T = 1.50-.062 = 1.438 in. W3 = 0.75 in.
TN = 1.00-.062 = 0.938 in W4 = 0.0 in.
Note 1
TAN 0 = [(17.00-12.00).5]/3.25 = 0.769
0 = 37.570,
Since 37.570>300 [ref UG-40(d)]
TE = 3.25 in.
This value (TE=3.25) is used in calculating A2. However, the
average height of the reinforcing element (TE=(3.25+1.75).5 = 2.500) is
used in calculating A5. Since the program uses TE for both-
calculations, it is suggested that the average value be used.
This results in slightly conservative answers for A2.
EXAMPLE 3 PRINTOUT
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'EXAMPLE 3 PRINTOUT
WEi... I. ...EG LEWlGTH
FA I .I... I'F.I L A E: PfI Dl i .-1 .
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REINFORCEMENT FOR PRESSURE SHELL PENETRATION PROGRAM
STORAGE LOCATIONS
REGISTER VARIABLE REGISTER VARIABLE
a Not Used 23 W1
b Not Used 24 W2
00 P 25 W3
01 RS 26 W4
02 RN 27 A4 or A4*
03 SS 28 AS(SUM)
04 SN 29 Not Used
05 ES' 30 TE(INSIDE)
06 TR using ES' 31 Not Used
07 TR1 (El=l) 32 Not Used
08 TRN (E=1) 33 RATIO
09 D 34 Not Used
10 F 35 TL(INSIDE)
11 A(REQ'D) 36 Not Used
12 T 37 DP(0OUTSIDE)
13 TN 38 DP(INSIDE)
14 TE(OUTSIDE) 39 A5(OUTSIDE)
15 DL 40 AS(INSIDE)
16 TL(OUTSIDE) 41 (TN-TRN)(T)(5)
17 El 42 (TN-TRN)
18 temporary 43 (TN-TRN)(2.5 TN+TE(O))(2)
19 Al 44 (TN-TRN)(2.5 TN+TE(I))(2)
20 A2 45 A2 from comparison
21 H X46 Not Used
22 A3 or A3*
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FLOW DIAGRAM
AN AUTOMATED PROGRAM FOR REINFORCEMENT REQUIREMENTS
FOR OPENINGS FOR CYLIODRICAL PRESSURE VESSELS
INPUT CONTROL CARD
NOTE:





NOTESI PAGE INDICATES A
CONTINUATION TO, OR
FROM, THE FOLLOWING





E5 . > ES
NOTE:




CALCULATE & STOR M - INPUT & STORE L
NOTE:
INPUT RADIUS OF
TR1 = PRS OPENING INTS (SS- GIVEN PLANE
OTE: CALCULA E & STORE
'I .. AREA OF REQUIRED
2.RO)(TR)F REINFORCEMENT
A(REQ'D,) .




SHELL WALL AVAILABLE NOTE:.
FOR REINFORCEMENT
T Al' [E1(T)-F(TR)]2(Ro)
Al > Al' Al 2(EI(T)-F(TR))(T+TN)
Al
Al All
CALCULATE & STORE ?'0/#%$*?%*@/-$
NOZZLE WALL AVAILABLE IMPROPER DESIGN
FOR REINFORCEMENT SHELL (IF Al =. -)
AND/OR \




A2 = (TN-TRN)5T CALCULATE & STOREI REINFORCEMENT
A2 =(TN-TRN) (5TN+2TE LIMITS NORMAL
TO VESSEL WALL





H GR EATER TL
SET H = TL
NOTE:
CALCULATE & STORE




















GREATER THAN AVAILABLE AREA
ADDITIONAL REINFORCING REQUIRED






i CALCULAJE & STORE
PARALLEL TO VESSEL WALL
2(RO+T+TN) 4
CALCULATE & STORE
NORMAL TO VESSEL WALL




NORMAL TO VESSEL WALL
2.5 TN+TE(I) 4 2.5 T
I ,1
TL (INSIDE)
TL (OUTSIDE ~ > TE (OUTSIDE)
TE (OUTSIDE) GREATER THAN
TL (OUTSIDE) SET TL = TE
STORE TE(O) I AND STORE TL
TL (INSIDE) SET TL = TE
STORE TE (I) AND STORE
TL (INSIDE H
H GREATER THAN TL (INSIDE)
SET H = TL
CALCULATE & STORE NOTE:








DL S DF DP OUTSIDE)
DP (OUTSIDE) GREATER THAN DL (OUTSIDE)
STORE DP SET DP = DL & STORE
DL DP (INSIDE)
DP (INSIDE) GREATER THAN DL (INSIDE)
STORE DP I SET DP = DL & STORE
NOTE:
CALCULATE & STORE









TL (OUTSIDE- < TE (OUTSIDE)--
WI OUTSIDE LIMIT OF
REINFORCEMENT (NOT CONSIDERED)
STORE W1 = 0
TL INSIDE) - TE (INSIDE)
W2 OUTSIDE LIMIT OF
REINFORCEMENT (NOT CONSIDERED)
STORE W2 = 0
DL > DP (OUTSIDE)-
W3 OUTSIDE LIMIT OF
REINFORCEMENT (NOT CONSIDERED)
STORE W3 = 0
DL )DP (-INSIDE)
W4 OUTSIDE LIMIT OF
REINFORCEMENT (NOT CONSIDERED)
STORE W4 = 0
CALCULATE & STORE WELD N
AVAILABLE FOR REINFORCEMENT A4* .5(W12+W22+W32+W4)2
A4*
24















TO EXERCISE OPTW PRESS
(CONT)
TAPE 1 - FILE 0 25
rTil 4.. -:: ! " -- 2 0 I0 , .I-- P lI T -- -4 5
0 I21--FM iiT --- 4 2 .. 0081--' 11 ---.56
ii22i -- PHT -- 45 008.32-- El -.--60
0023-- a: -. 13 0083--- .. -. - -73
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00' I I I1. , i; . i 11 I . - TO -- 2
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TE is defined as the thickness of an attached reinforcing pad
or height of the largest 60-deg right triangle supported by
the vessel and nozzle outside diameter projected surfaces and
lying completely within the area of integral reinforcement
(see Fig UG-40 ref. 1). When calculating A2 (area of the
nozzle wall available) for integral reinforcement, TE is
defined by a configuration such as UG-40 (d) (ref. 1). In
calculating A5 (metal in pad(s) available for reinforcement),
TE is defined as the average height of the reinforcing pad
(see example 4 p. 395 ref. 1). Since the program uses the
same value of TE to calculate both A2 and A5, it is
recommended that the smaller value be used for TE. This.will
result in a slightly conservative answer for A2 (See Example
3).
If the reinforcing pad is smaller than the reinforcement
limits, the total weld area (even though some may be outside
the limit) will be considered for reinforcement by the
program.
This program was written to utilize the Hewlett-Packard 9865A
Tape Cassette in conjunction with the 9810A Electronic
Calculator. For users not having a tape cassette, the program
may be run using magnetic cards by performing the following
operations:
a. Place program from Tape 1 - File 0 (see p. 25) in
calculator.
b. Go to step 1600 of Tape 1-File 0 (shown on page 34)
and rewrite the program as shown on the card tape
(page 46).
c. With program in the calculator, start at step 0020
and record on a 10-1/2 inch magnetic card and label
the card "#1".
d. Place program from Tape 1 - File 1 (see pages 34-44)
in calculator.
e. Start at step 0020 and record on a 10-1/2 inch
magnetic card and label card "#2".
These two cards are now sufficient to run the program. To
run, load card "#1" in calculator starting at step 0000 and
press END, CONT. Program will run as with tape considering no
reinforcing pads. If reinforcement is not sufficient, program
will stop and print the following message: LOAD CARD "#2".
User must press LOAD and insert card "#2" into calculator to
consider reinforcement pads. After.loading card "#2" press
END, CONT. and proceed. An option is still prdyided.. to
optimize the reinforcement supplied.
46
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This computer-aided-design program presents an "interactive"
procedure for the engineer, utilizing an electronic desk top
calculator, to obtain reinforcement requirements for an
opening in a cylindrical pressure vessel subject to internal
pressure. The area of reinforcement required for an opening
is calculated and compared with the area of reinforcement
provided by a proposed design. The program considers as
reinforcement: metal in the shell and nozzle not needed to
restrain pressure, an inner projection of a nozzle, weld
metal, and reinforcing pad(s). The design equations utilized
in the program are from reference 1.
The program is written for a Hewlett-Packard Model 9810A
Calculator with cassette memory. The necessary program
modifications are provided to run the program from magnetic
cards.
The program can be modified for a spherical shell under
internal pressure by changing the design equations for shell
thickness.
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